| LEVEL 1 – STAR HELMETS TROPHY | CHAMPION - HELEN WILLIAMSON  
RES CHAMP – SARAH GRAY | STONEYLEA GAY DUCHESS 11  
LEXAS NZ |
| LEVEL 2 – VETCO TROPHY | CHAMPION - NICOLA FRENCH  
RES CHAMP - HEILKE de GRAAF | DON FREENE  
ALL WHITE |
| LEVEL 3 – NZ FRIESIAN SPORTHORSE STUD TROPHY | CHAMPION - KATE DODD  
RES CHAMP - BARABARA CHALMERS | DON CARLO  
ROSSELINI |
| LEVEL 4 – TANTRUM TROPHY | CHAMPION - ALLIE HARPER  
RES CHAMP - CHRISTINE LOVELADY | PADRINO  
CORDOVA Gnz |
| LEVEL 5 – DIPLOMAT MEMORIAL CUP | CHAMPION - TRACY JOHNSON  
RES CHAMP - GAEL KOFOED | APOLLO 4  
IL DIVO |
| ADVANCED (6/7) – BANDMASTER TROPHY | CHAMPION - ANYA DURLING  
RES CHAMP - JENNY AFFLECK | FINAL WORD  
BOSS 11 |
| GRAND PRIX (8/9) – MARY TURNER TROPHY | CHAMPION - SALLY FIELD-DODGSON  
RES CHAMP - JENNY SCOTTER | AMBERLEIGH ELITE  
JK A’AMOUR |
| PONY - LEVEL 1 | CHAMPION - BELINDA FIELD-DODGSON  
RES CHAMP – ELISE SCHROEDER | BLYTHBURN SQUIRREL  
SILVER LINING 11 |
| PONY - LEVEL 2 | CHAMPION - KATE MACLEAN  
RES CHAMP - DEBORAH WELLS | PEPEE  
HARVEST BAY OF WILLOWBANK |
| CHAMPION PONY AT HIGHEST LEVEL - GIDDENS FAMILY TROPHY | SARAH WADWORTH | BUCKTON DOMINOFF |
| YOUNG RIDER - LEVEL 1 | CHAMPION - ASHLEIGH DONALD  
RES CHAMP - NICKI MURRAY | TOBEY MAGUIRE  
TRILOGY 11 |
| YOUNG RIDER - LEVEL 2 | CHAMPION - NICOLA FRENCH  
RES CHAMP - MELISSA PARKES | DON FREENE  
DON’S PARTY |
| YOUNG RIDER - LEVEL 3 | CHAMPION - ROCHELLE McGREGOR  
RES CHAMP - SIJOBAN FAUTH | FIBRE FRESH KERRANG  
HOLLYWOOD SUPERSTAR |
| YOUNG RIDER - LEVEL 4 | CHAMPION - ELLIE BRADDOCK  
RES CHAMP - RIANNA TE AU | HONEY PUFF  
VOLLEYBALL SL |
| YOUNG RIDER - LEVEL 5 | CHAMPION - SARAH WADWORTH  
RES CHAMP - LARISSA SRHOY | BUCKTON DOMINOFF  
STARBURST |
| YOUNG DRESSAGE HORSE | CHAMPION - ANYA DURLING  
RES CHAMP - HEILKE de GRAAF | ROSARI GUEST STAR  
ALL WHITE |

**ABBOTSBURN TURNOUT TROPHY** - EMMA ROWE-PLEDGER “AMBERLEIGH ANIDA”

**TEAMS** - “ROBERT & THE GIRLS” ROBERT KOFOED - SIR GALTYMORE; GAEL KOFOED - IL DIVO;  
SARAH CULL – JUST JOKING 11; HELEN WILLIAMSON - STONEYLEA GAY DUCHESS 11